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Abstract: A new optical frequency shifter that can shift the light frequency in the microwave
or millimeter-wave frequency range is presented. It is based on the use of stimulated
Brillouin scattering gain and loss spectrums in an optical fiber to suppress one sideband of a
double-sideband suppressed carrier modulation signal while amplifying the other sideband.
The new optical frequency shifter only involves optical components and is capable of
operating over a wide frequency range with low spurious generation and with tunable
capabilities. It can be also used as a single-sideband suppressed carrier modulator.
Experimental results demonstrate a 20 GHz frequency shift with a 25 dB signal-to-noise
ratio and a widely tunable frequency shifting operation.

Index Terms: Optical frequency conversion, optical signal processing, optical fiber
communication, optoelectronic devices.

1. Introduction
Microwave photonics offers the prospect of overcoming a range of challenging problems in the
microwave field. Its key benefits, including the inherent speed and wideband nature, have led to
diverse applications that have primarily targeted defense, fiber-radio and radioastronomy areas, for
tackling issues of processing wideband fiber-fed distributed antenna signals, and for providing
essential electromagnetic interference immunity [1]. Future systems require frequency shifting and
modulation to microwave and millimeter wave frequencies with low spurious generation and with
tunable capabilities, which is a difficult task using conventional approaches. Microwave photonic
techniques can overcome these limitations to not only shift the light component from one optical
frequency to another, but also to provide advanced modulation format capabilities such as single-
sideband suppressed carrier (SSB-SC) modulation that is required in radio-over-fiber systems and
long-haul optical fiber communication systems. Other applications, such as precision laser
spectroscopy, quantum optics and optical measurements [2], require the frequency shifting
operation and sometimes these applications require a large frequency shift of several GHz [3] or
higher frequencies [4]. Therefore optical frequency shifters that can operate in the microwave
frequency and even millimeter wave frequency range are needed.

Previous approaches to shift the light frequency have been principally based on acousto-optic
techniques [5]. However, though this is an all-optical approach, it is well known that the acousto-optic
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effect imposes severe limitations by only permitting operation at low frequencies. Other techniques,
such as the use of a dual-drive intensity modulator inside a Sagnac loop interferometer [6] and a dual-
parallel Mach–Zehnder modulator (DPMZM) [7], require an electrical 90� hybrid coupler, and hence
are not all-optical and are restricted especially for wide bandwidths by the limitations of the electrical
coupler. The frequency shifter based on the Sagnac loop interferometer technique also generates
highspurious frequencycomponents,which limits the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) toonlyaround10dB.
Here the SNR is defined as the ratio of the frequency shifted light amplitude to the dominant unwanted
frequency component or noise amplitude. Recently a frequency shifter based on the use of a DPMZM
with an active Y-branch optical intensity trimmer has been demonstrated to obtain 42 dB SNR but it
requires five DC bias voltages into the modulator and the high-SNR frequency shift is only
demonstrated at 8.6GHz [8]. Techniques that do not rely on using electrical components to implement
an optical frequency shifter have been reported [2], [9]. Although microwave and millimeter-wave
frequency shifts have been demonstrated, these techniques have a relatively low SNR performance,
e.g., the original optical carrier at the output of the frequency shifter presented in [9] is only 5 dB below
the desired frequency shifted light. It is important to realize a frequency shifter that can operate over
an ultra-wide frequency range of up to 100 GHz with low spurious generation and with tunable
capabilities. To the best of our knowledge, no frequency shifter can achieve all these requirements.

In this paper, we present a new optical frequency shifter structure. The concept is based on the
use of the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) gain spectrum to amplify one sideband of a double-
sideband suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) modulation signal, and the SBS loss spectrum to suppress
the other sideband. Since the proposed structure does not involve any electrical component and
uses normal Mach–Zehnder modulators (MZMs), which can have 100 GHz bandwidth, it enables
very high frequency shift well into the millimeter wave frequency range to be realized. The design of
the system parameters to obtain a high SNR performance is presented. Experimental results are
presented demonstrating the realization of a 20 GHz frequency shift with 25 dB SNR.

2. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Based All-Optical Frequency Shifter
Fig. 1 shows the novel optical frequency shifter structure. It is based on an optical fiber for SBS
together with two electro-optic Mach–Zehnder intensity modulators. SBS is a well-known effect in
an optical fiber. The spectral performance of the SBS interaction is qualitatively summarized in
Fig. 2 [10]. Two coupled effects appear. When a pump wave is launched into an optical fiber, a
Brillouin gain spectrum centered at a frequency down-shifted by the Brillouin shift in the fiber is
generated for a counter-propagating wave, shown dotted (Stokes wave) in Fig. 2(a), and the pump
power depletes as it transfers energy to amplify the Stokes wave. Simultaneously, the counter-
propagating wave induces a Brillouin loss spectrum centered at a frequency up-shifted by the
Brillouin shift, which is shown in Fig. 2(b). Further details about the SBS gain and loss spectrum can
be found in [10]. The characteristics of SBS, including its low threshold power and its simplicity of
initiation, make it well suited to applications in microwave photonic signal processing. Early work on
the technique of Brillouin selective side band amplification [11] has shown it to be a powerful
approach for a range of microwave photonics applications, including microwave signal generation
[12], up- and down-conversion of microwave signals [11], and phase-to-amplitude modulation

Fig. 1. New stimulated Brillouin scattering based optical frequency shifter topology.
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conversion [13]. Moreover, SBS is all-optical which means that it can operate and be tuned over
extremely wide microwave and millimeter-wave bandwidths.

With reference to Fig. 1, the continuous wave light from the optical source is split into two paths via
an optical coupler, both of which contain an electro-optic intensity modulator biased at the minimum
transmission point. The outputs of the modulators have two sidebands with the optical carrier being
suppressed. The top modulator is driven by a microwave signal with the frequency fS equal to the
desired frequency shift. The bottom modulator is driven by a single tone with the frequency fp equal
to the difference between the desired frequency shift and the SBS frequency fSBS of the optical fiber
used for the SBS process. The optical frequency components into the optical fiber are shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (b). The DSB-SC modulation signal after the top and bottom modulator is referred to as

Fig. 3. (a) Spectrum of the DSB-SC modulation signal (the Stokes wave) into the optical fiber for the
SBS process, and SBS gain and loss spectrums in the Stokes wave generated by the upper (dotted)
and lower (dash) sideband of the pump. fc is the optical carrier frequency. (b) Spectrum of the pump
wave into the optical fiber. (c) Output spectrum of the SBS based optical frequency shifter.

Fig. 2. Generation of (a) Brillouin gain spectrum and (b) Brillouin loss spectrum, due to the nonlinear
SBS interaction between a pump wave and a Stokes wave.
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the Stokes and pump wave for the SBS process respectively. The amplitude of the pump wave can
be controlled by the optical amplifier after the bottom modulator. The optical amplifier can be avoided
by using a high power optical source and designing the optical coupler coupling ratio. The pump
wave launches into the optical fiber in an opposite direction to the Stokes wave via an optical
circulator. This generates two sets of SBS gain and loss spectrums in the Stokes wave, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The upper sideband (USB) in the Stokes wave is suppressed by the SBS loss spectrum.
The lower sideband (LSB) in the Stokes wave is amplified by the SBS gain spectrum. This results in
the output optical spectrum shown in Fig. 3(c). This shows that after passing through the SBS based
optical frequency shifter, the frequency of the laser light is downshifted by the frequency of the
microwave signal fS that drives the top electro-optic intensity modulator, and thus it realizes the
frequency shifting operation. The amplitude of the frequency shifted light and the unwanted spurious
signals can be controlled by the system parameters such as the modulation index and the pump
power.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the structure involves an optical fiber and two normal Mach–
Zehnder intensity modulators that can have 100 GHz bandwidth [14]; hence the new structure is
capable of attaining up to 100 GHz frequency shift. Note that, unlike many reported frequency
shifting techniques, the optical frequency shifter shown in Fig. 1 does not require any electrical
components, and it enables tunability over a wide frequency range by controlling the microwave
signal and the single tone frequencies. The lowest frequency shift of the SBS based optical
frequency shifter is limited by the onset of overlapping of the SBS gain and loss spectra, which is
determined by the Brillouin linewidth and is typically 10 to 50 MHz depending on the medium used
for the SBS process. Therefore the separation between the SBS gain and loss spectra needs to be
at least 100 MHz. This sets the lower frequency limit of the SBS based optical frequency shifter to
be around 50 MHz. Regarding the shape of the SBS gain spectrum, it has a Lorentzian shape in the
low gain limit and becomes Gaussian in the high gain limit [15]. In both cases, the spectrum is not
flat, however for the frequency shifting operation this non-flat gain spectrum does not affect the
performance of the proposed scheme as the light to be frequency shifted has a single frequency
and the linewidth of the telecommunication-type lasers is less than a few MHz, which is a decade
less than the SBS gain spectrum width.

3. Analysis and Discussion
Assuming the top modulator shown in Fig. 1 is driven by a sinusoidal signal with the frequency fS
and that it is biased at the minimum transmission point for the frequency shifting operation, and also
assuming the optical coupler in Fig. 1 has a 50% coupling ratio, the spectrum of the Stokes wave
into the optical fiber can be written as

SStokes;inð!Þ ¼
1
2
Potff cos2A � J2

0 ðB1Þ � �ð!þ !cÞ þ sin2A � J2
1 ðB1Þ � � !þ ð!c � !SÞð Þ

� �
(1)

where Po is the continuous wave light power into the SBS based optical frequency shifter, tff is the
modulator insertion loss, !c and !S are the angular frequency of the optical carrier and the microwave
signal into the top modulator respectively, JmðxÞ is the Bessel function of mth order of first kind

A ¼ �

2
1
2
þ "
2

� �
(2)

" ¼ 1� 4
�
tan�1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ext
p (3)

where ext is the modulator extinction ratio in dB, B1 in (1) is given by

B1 ¼
�

2
"VS (4)

where VS is the voltage of the microwave signal into the top modulator. Equation (1) shows that the
amplitude of the optical carrier in the Stokes wave reduces as the modulator extinction ratio
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increases. Assuming the bottom modulator shown in Fig. 1 is driven by a sinusoidal signal with the
frequency fp and that it is biased at the minimum transmission point, the spectrum of the pump wave
into the optical fiber can be written as

Spump;inð!Þ ¼
1
2
PotffG cos2A � J2

0 ðB2Þ � �ð!þ !cÞ þ sin2A � J2
1 ðB2Þ � � !þ ð!c � !pÞ

� �� �
(5)

where G is the gain of the optical amplifier after the bottom modulator, !p ¼ 2�fp is the angular
frequency of the single tone into the bottom modulator, B2 is given by

B2 ¼
�

2
"Vp (6)

where Vp is the voltage of the single tone into the bottommodulator. The spectrum at the output of the
SBS based optical frequency shifter can be obtained from (1) and (5), and can be written as

Sout ð!Þ ¼
1
2
Potff

	
cos2A � J2

0 ðB1Þ � e��L�ð!þ !cÞ þ sin2A � J2
1 ðB1Þ � e��LgB�ð!þ !c � !SÞ

þ sin2A � J2
1 ðB1Þ � e��L

1
gB
�ð!þ !c þ !SÞ þ NSBS;cð!Þ þ NSBS;lð!Þ

þ NSBS;uð!Þ þ cos2A � J2
0 ðB2Þ � �ð!þ !cÞ þ sin2A � J2

1 ðB2Þ � �ð!þ !c � !pÞ



þ sin2A � J2
1 ðB2Þ � �ð!þ !c þ !pÞ

�
�G

Sc

2
ð1� e�2�LÞ

� �
(7)

where � is the fiber loss coefficient, L is the length of the optical fiber used for the SBS process, gB is
the peak Brillouin gain coefficient [10], NSBS;cð!Þ, NSBS;lð!Þ and NSBS;uð!Þ are the SBS noise
generated by the carrier, the LSBand theUSBof the pump respectively, andSc is the recapture factor,
which determines the amount of scattered power that is recaptured and guided backwards [16].

The second term in (7) is the frequency shifted light; the other terms in the equation are either the
spurious frequency components or the SBS noise, which limit the frequency shifter SNR. The first
term in (7) is the carrier in the Stokes wave passed through the optical fiber. The presence of this
term is because practical modulators have limited extinction ratio, hence the optical carrier cannot
be fully eliminated at the modulator output even if the modulator is biased at the minimum
transmission point. The third term is the USB of the Stokes wave, which is attenuated by both the
fiber loss and the SBS loss spectrum. Since the SBS gain can be 9 30 dB and the amount of signal
attenuation by the SBS loss spectrum is the same as the amount of signal amplification by the SBS
gain spectrum, the amplitude difference between the upper and the lower sideband of the Stokes
wave at the fiber output can be 9 60 dB. However, this requires a high pump power, which results
in high Rayleigh backscattering pump power that limits the SNR. The fourth, fifth and sixth term in (7)
are the noise generated by the SBS process. As for the Stokes wave, the pump wave comprises
three frequency components: namely the two modulation sidebands and the suppressed optical
carrier. Each of these three frequency components can generate an SBS noise centered at the SBS
gain spectrum and the SBS loss spectrum. The noise components present at the SBS loss
spectrums can be neglected as they are much smaller than that present at the SBS gain spectrums
[10]. The last three terms in (7) are due to the Rayleigh backscattering of the pump wave.

In order for the SBS based optical frequency shifter to have a high SNR performance, a high
extinction ratio modulator is required. The sidebands at the output of the top modulator need to have
high amplitude in order to maximize the frequency shifted light amplitude. This can be achieved by
designing the modulation index to be 1.84 according to (7). Large suppression in the unwanted USB
of the Stokes wave is obtained by using a high pump power, which creates a high-rejection-level
loss spectrum in the Stokes wave. A high-power pump can be obtained by designing the modulation
index of the single tone to be 1.84 and by using a high-gain optical amplifier.

As an example, assuming the optical fiber used for the SBS process has a typical SBS frequency of
11GHz, and that the frequency shift is designed to be 40GHz, this requires the frequency of the single
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tone into the modulator to be 29 GHz. Fig. 4 shows the frequency shifted light together with the
spurious frequency components and the noise at the output of the frequency shifter. The amplitude of
the frequency shifted light, the spurious frequency components and the noise are dependent on the
system parameters such as the modulator extinction ratio, the optical source power, the optical
amplifier gain, the amplitude of the microwave signal and the single tone into the modulator, and the
length of the optical fiber used for the SBS process. These systemparameters need to be optimized in
order to obtain a high SNR performance. To do this, first, high extinction ratio modulators are needed
in order to minimize the amplitude of the optical carrier in the Stokes wave, the SBS noise generated
by the pump wave carrier and the Rayleigh backscattering of the optical carrier in the pump wave,
which correspond to the first, fourth and seventh term in (7). Next, the amplitude of the microwave
signal and the single tone into the modulators can be designed according to (1) and (5) to obtain high-
amplitude DSB-SC modulation signals for the Stokes and pump wave into the optical fiber
respectively. Then the optical source power can be adjusted to control the amplitudes of the two
sidebands in the Stokes wave, which need to be high so that the output frequency shifted light has
high amplitude. However, if the two sidebands in the Stokes wave have very high amplitudes then a
very high pump power, which is obtainable by controlling the optical amplifier gain, is required to
attenuate the USB and to amplify the LSB of the Stokes wave. This leads to the generation of high
Rayleigh backscattering components, which limits the frequency shifter SNR performance.

The length of the fiber used for the SBS process also affects the frequency shifter SNR. It can be
seen from (7) that the power of the Rayleigh backscattering pump wave is proportional to 1� e�2�L.
This means that the amount of Rayleigh backscattering pump power is small when a short fiber is
used for the SBS process. However, a higher pump power is required when using a shorter fiber, in
order to obtain the required SBS gain and loss to amplify and attenuate the lower and upper
sideband of the Stokes wave respectively. This leads to a large Rayleigh backscattering pump
wave, reducing the optical frequency shifter SNR.

The operation of the new SBS based optical frequency shifter was simulated using
VPItransmission Maker simulator [17]. A laser source having 0 dBm output power was used,
together with two minimum-biased Mach–Zehnder intensity modulators with 30 dB extinction ratio
and a single mode fiber with 11 GHz SBS frequency. The amplitudes of the microwave signal and
the single tone into the modulators were set to obtain two high-amplitude DSB-SC modulation
signals for the Stokes and pump waves. The power of the pump wave was adjusted by controlling
the gain of the optical amplifier. Fig. 5 shows the simulated output spectrum of the SBS based
optical frequency shifter designed to obtain a 40 GHz frequency shifting operation. It can be seen
from the figure that the frequency shifter SNR is 33.8 dB when using a 1 km long single mode fiber.
Using a short fiber has the advantage that the lower fiber loss results in a higher power for the
output frequency shifted light. However, a high optical amplifier gain of 23.8 dB was required to
amplify the pump wave for the SBS process.

The SBS based frequency shifter structure shown in Fig. 1 can be used for SSB-SC modulation.
This has the advantage of high frequency operation as the structure does not require any electrical
components. The maximum operating frequency is only limited by the normal electro-optic Mach–
Zehnder intensity modulator operating frequency, which can be large. The bandwidth of this
SBS based SSB-SC modulator is determined by the Brillouin linewidth, which is typically range from
10 MHz to 50 MHz dependent on the medium used for the SBS process. Techniques such as phase

Fig. 4. Output spectrum of the stimulated Brillouin scattering based optical frequency shifter, comprising
the Stokes wave (solid), the SBS noise (dotted) and the Rayleigh backscattering of the pump (dash).
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modulation [18] and direct modulation [19] have been developed to increase the Brillouin linewidth
to GHz frequencies. Recently a Brillouin gain bandwidth of 25 GHz in an optical fiber has been
demonstrated [20]. These techniques can be used to increase the bandwidth of the SBS based
SSB-SC modulator.

4. Experimental Results
An experiment was set up, as shown in Fig. 6, to verify the proof of principle of the SBS based
optical frequency shifter. The optical source was a wavelength tunable laser operated at 1550 nm.
The laser had a narrow linewidth of less than 500 kHz. The continuous wave light at the laser output
was equally split into two paths by a 50% coupling ratio optical coupler. The electro-optic intensity
modulators used in the experiment had around 25 dB extinction ratio, and a 3 dB bandwidth
of 10 GHz and 20 GHz. They were biased at the minimum transmission point. The 10 GHz and
20 GHz bandwidth modulators were located in the bottom and top path, and were driven by the
pump frequency and the frequency shift microwave frequency signal, respectively, to obtain two
DSB-SC modulation signals. The powers of these driving signals were designed to maximize the
amplitudes of the DSB-SC modulation signals at the modulator outputs. The amplitudes of the two
modulation sidebands for the pump and Stokes waves were controlled by the erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (EDFAs) at the modulator outputs. A 25 km long single mode fiber was used as the
Brillouin medium. It had an SBS frequency of 10.53 GHz at 1550 nm. The relative state of the
polarization between the pump and the Stokes wave was controlled using a polarization controller
(PC) at Port 1 of the optical circulator, which was adjusted to maximize the output frequency shifted

Fig. 5. VPI simulated stimulated Brillouin scattering based optical frequency shifter output spectrum.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup of the stimulated Brillouin scattering based optical frequency shifter.
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light amplitude. The frequency shifted light was measured at Port 3 of the optical circulator using an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

First, a 20 GHz frequency shift was realized by applying a microwave signal with 20 GHz
frequency into the top modulator and a single tone with the frequency of 9.47 GHz corresponding to
the difference between the microwave signal frequency and the SBS frequency of the optical fiber
used in the experiment, to the bottom modulator, as shown in Fig. 6. This generated 20 GHz and
9.47 GHz DSB-SC modulated optical signals acting as the Stokes and pump wave respectively
for the SBS process. The amount of gain introduced by the SBS process was measured. The
experimental result showed that the USB (in wavelength) of the 20 GHz modulated optical signal can
be amplified by 19 dB after proper adjustment of the polarization controller and by using a high-power
pump wave. Theoretically the amount of loss generated by the SBS process is the same as the gain.
However, this could not be observed in the experiment due to the limited resolution of theOSAused in
the experiment and the presence of the small unwanted spurious signals and noise. It was found from
the experiment that, with this amount of amplification, the noise generated by the SBS process was
high, which degraded the system SNR. In order to maximize the SBS based optical frequency shifter
SNR, the gains of the EDFAs after the modulators were optimized. The laser light spectra before and
after 20 GHz frequency shift are shown in Fig. 7. Note that the horizontal axis on the OSA display is in
wavelength. Therefore a downshift in frequency corresponds to an upshift in wavelength. Three
spurious peaks can be seen in the 20 GHz frequency shifted light spectrum. The spurious peak at
1550.94 nm is the unwanted sideband in the Stokes wave. The spurious peak at 1551.02 nm is the
Rayleigh backscattering of one of the pump sidebands. The spurious peak at around 1551.11 nm
comprises three components: the carrier in the Stokeswave, theRayleigh backscattering of the pump
wave carrier, and the SBS noise spectrum generated by the USB (in frequency) of the pump wave,
which is 1 GHz away from the original optical carrier frequency and it cannot be resolved by the OSA
that has a limited resolution bandwidth of 0.05 nm. The amplitudes of the three spurious peaks shown
in Fig. 7 are dependent on the Stokes and pump wave powers, which are in turn dependent on the
EDFA gains. It was found from the experiment that the amplitudes of the frequency shifted light and
the spurious peaks are related to each other. For example increasing the pump power can increase
the frequency shifted light amplitude and suppress the amplitude of the spurious peak at 1550.94 nm
but this will increase the amplitude of the spurious peak at 1551.02 nm due to the increase of the
Rayleigh backscattering of the pump wave and the increase of the SBS noise at around the original
carrier frequency. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the SBS based optical frequency shifter has 25 dB
SNR. The figure also shows 10GHz optical frequency shift, which was obtained by applying a 10GHz
microwave signal into the topmodulator and 530MHz single tone into the bottommodulator. Different
optical frequency shifts from 2 to 20 GHz were obtained, by controlling the frequencies of the

Fig. 7. Measured output spectrum of the stimulated Brillouin scattering based optical frequency shifter
before (dotted) and after 10 GHz (dashed) and 20 GHz (solid) frequency shift.
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microwave signal and the single tone, demonstrating the SBS based optical frequency shifter can
realize a widely tunable frequency shifting operation. Regarding the efficiency of the SBS based
optical frequency shifter, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that there is 1.7 dB and 3.8 dB loss for 10 GHz and
20GHz frequency shift respectively. This small loss can be compensated by using an optical amplifier
after the frequency shifter. Note that Fig. 7 also shows that the frequency shifted light amplitude
reduces as the frequency shift increases. This is because the modulator switching voltage increases
as the frequency increases, which reduces the modulation sideband amplitude. Nevertheless an
optical amplifier can be used at the frequency shifter output to amplify the frequency shifted light
amplitude. The spectrum of the SBS gain was also measured by tuning the frequency of the
microwave signal into the top modulator at around 18 GHz for example, while the single tone
frequency into the bottom modulator was fixed at 7.47 GHz, and measuring the corresponding
frequency shifted light power on the OSA. The 3 dB bandwidth of the SBS gain spectrum was
measured to be 32 MHz.

In order to demonstrate that the SBS based optical frequency shifter has the ability to operate at
different input laser wavelengths, the wavelength of the laser source was tuned over a wide range
from 1535 nm to 1565 nm together with the single tone frequency into the bottom modulator to
realize the 20 GHz frequency shifting operation. The reason for changing the single tone frequency
is that the SBS gain and loss spectrum frequencies are slightly dependent on the wavelength of the
pump light. Fig. 8 shows the single tone frequencies required to obtain 20 GHz frequency shift for
different laser wavelengths. In all cases, around 25 dB SNR were obtained demonstrating that the
SBS based optical frequency shifter is capable of operating at different laser wavelengths.

5. Conclusion
A new optical frequency shifter that involves only optical components, and has the ability to realize
microwave/millimeter-wave frequency shift, has been presented. It is based on using two minimum-
biased Mach–Zehnder intensity modulators to generate two DSB-SC modulation signals for the
pump and Stokes waves, and an optical fiber for the SBS process. The SBS gain and loss
spectrums generated by the pump wave amplify and attenuate the lower and upper sidebands of
the Stokes wave respectively, to implement the frequency shifting operation. By means of a detailed
analysis of spurious components at the output of the frequency shifter, the design of the system
parameters to minimize the spurious components in order to obtain a high SNR performance has
been presented. The new SBS based optical frequency shifter has been verified using VPI photonic
simulation software, and experimental results have demonstrated a 20 GHz frequency shift with
25 dB SNR and a widely tunable 2 to 20 GHz frequency shifting operation.

Fig. 8. Measured required single tone frequency into the bottom modulator in order to obtain 20 GHz
frequency shift versus the laser wavelength.
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